INTRODUCING COLOR-MATCHED RAILS

Save Time and Improve Looks With Rails Made for LP Elements® Performance Fencing

Introducing color-matched rails for LP Elements® Performance Fencing. LP Elements fencing is a privacy fencing solution featuring engineered wood pickets that offer the beauty of natural wood while offering greater durability than softwoods. Match the picket color to premium painted wood rails to complete the look of any installation.

ADVANTAGES

- Product Specs: #2 KDAT SYP - Prime Grade Lumber 2” x 4” x 96” Nominal (Actual: 1.5” x 3.5” x 96”)
- Kiln-dried after treatment (KDAT) to reduce moisture
- Prime grade lumber gives emphasis on appearance with the same structural properties as #2 grade lumber, with fewer knots
- Micronized copper treatment allows for long-term wood exposure protection by defying termite damage and fungal decay

Call 1-888-820-0325 to find a distributor near you!

WARNING: Drilling, sawing, sanding or machining wood products can expose you to wood dust, a substance known to the State of California to cause cancer. Avoid inhaling wood dust or use a dust mask or other safeguards for personal protection. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov/wood.
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